
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

REMASTERED  

 
 
 
DURATION 
90 – 180 minutes  
(According to guest 
numbers)  
 
REQUIREMENTS 
Dependant on guest 
numbers 
 
GUEST NOS. 
6 – 220  
 
 

Climbing on the back of giants, here is your group’s chance to truly feel 
like a Hollywood star! Each team will be given a different iconic film to 
work with in order to complete the momentous task of re-enacting their 
very own version of a famous movie scene! 
 
Following in the footsteps of the great directors, teams must exercise their creativity whilst 
attempting to reproduce a riveting piece of cinematic magic that will hold their audience 
spellbound.  
 

Shooting locations, costume, casting, make up and direction are all crucial ingredients in your 
teams being able to recreate the movie magic that made each scene so memorable. And so 
excellent communication and ingenuity will be top of the skills list needed by your plucky 
teams of film-makers.  
 

You will be provided with video cameras, original scripts, props, costumes, hats and wigs 
whilst the teams provide the wit, actors, crew and glamour!  Laptops showing each team’s 
movie scene provide the source material – but then it’s over to you. Note that teams will be 
directing and recording themselves, meaning that a strong yet creative Director is a must… 
 

“…we really got into it and enjoyed it. I have already had requests to see the films from 
those who had attended!” Close Brothers 
 

 

EVENT 
VIDEO 

https://vimeo.com/351584313/12f7de9839


 

DETAILS 
Good communication, team-work, decision-making, innovation, humour and use of imagination 
are essential to produce the best piece, which will have a ‘big screen’ preview at the conclusion 
of the event in an Awards style ceremony! 
 
A selection of the unforgettable movie scenes that the teams work to re-create are: 
 
Pulp Fiction 
Your version of the trailer for one of the most complicated Tarantino storylines ever! 
 

Karate Kid 
Crane kick – Daniel san kicks his way to trophy victory in this martial arts final battle.  
 

Shaun of the Dead 
Zombie rehearsals – How else to get through an impassable crowd of zombies?  if you can’t beat 
‘em...join ‘em!   
    
The Shawshank Redemption 
The amazing escape plan reveal scene – can you do it justice? (Pun absolutely intended) 
 
Grease, Ocean’s Eleven, Silence of the Lambs, The Goonies, Wayne's World and Lock, 
Stock and Two Smoking Barrels are just some of the other greats available. 
 
ADD THAT SOMETHING EXTRA… 
Specific films - £150 plus VAT per film 
The briefs your teams work to can be chosen from your own personal favourites – you can even 
add a company based element to the story to give a memorable personalised twist. 
 
Editing the films after the event - £50 plus VAT per film 
We’ll edit your films, add branded frames and music to polish them off to make them even more 
memorable and special. 
 
Evening showing of the films - £500 plus VAT 
Create a specific feature premiere showing of your teams’ films by extending the event into the 
evening as unique entertainment. Our event team will show the films after dinner in a film premiere 
style, where you could hand out extra special awards complete with acceptance speeches!  
 
Hollywood Themed Evening – from £18 plus VAT per head 
A fabulous addition to the entire experience, why not go the whole hog and theme your dining 
room with black and gold Hollywood awards style table dressing, giant props, LED lighting and 
fantastic entertainers.  
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